
STEP ONE
ATTACHING CANOPY MOUNT BRACKETS (CMB)
(see Main & CMB diagrams):
-  Bolt the two Canopy mount brackets (CMB-Left & CMB-Right)
loosely to the outsides of the roll-bar using the four U-bolts and
flange nuts.

ATTACHING TOP TUBES (TT):
-  Bolt the two top tubes (TT) loosely onto the INSIDES of the two
Canopy mount brackets (CMB)
-  Push the bolts through from the inside with the flange nuts on the
outside

STEP TWO

STEP THREE
LEVEL TOP TUBES (TT):

-Ensure the top tubes (TT) are equally level and set at the desired angle
-Tighten all nuts and bolts

STEP FOUR
ATTACHING CANOPY
-  Position the top tubes (TT) fully forward on the Canopy
-  Push Canopy back approx 1� and center Canopy in this position
-  Using a drill with a 3/8� bit and, from below, push up through a
rear  hole in a top tube and drill a 3/8� hole through the fiberglass
Canopy
-  Push a 3 1/4� x 3/8� bolt through a plain washer, from below, up
through the top tube through a rubber isolator washer, through the
Canopy and loosely attach a fender washer and Nylock nut on the
top side.
-Ensure Canopy is in the correct position and, using the same
procedure, drill the other three holes and mount the other bolts and
hardware the same way.
-Tighten all nuts until the four rubber isolator washers begin to
bulge.  (see Canopy-Mount sketch) Canopy
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TOOLS REQUIRED:
� two 3/4� wrenches
� two 9/16� wrenches
� tape measure
� level

IMPORTANT:  THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT
PROVIDE FALLING OBJECT PROTECTION
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